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This research has shown that the development of a bus transit management information system that uses data from a bus credit card fare collection system is feasible from a hardware and software standpoint. An assessment of the data available from the credit card system shows that valuable and timely ridership and revenue information, which would not be readily available otherwise, can be provided to assist in management decisions regarding changes in service, i.e., adding or abandoning service, changing service modes, changing level of service and changing fare levels and/or structure.

To match the large amount of available information to the transit manager's needs, a two level form of presentation is proposed with daily indicators for monitoring transit system performance and detailed reports available on demand.

Research in transit management information systems (MIS) is particularly pertinent at this time of scarcity when transportation policy is tending towards making better and more efficient use of the transportation facilities already existing in urban areas. Public officials [1] have been stating their concern for "finding better ways to manage transit" and citing "better management information systems" as a means for improving transit management.

The research reported here addresses the feasibility of using data obtained through credit card collection as a basis for a bus transit operations MIS. The information system is built around a fare collection system having the following characteristics:

1. Each bus has a modified fare box which accepts credit card insertion.
2. Card insertions cause a record to be entered on a cassette tape (or other storage medium).
3. Data relating to the passenger is obtained from the card, and data relating to the vehicle is obtained from the fare box according to driver entries, an internal clock and an odometer input.
4. Credit card passengers are charged as a function of distance traveled and must insert their cards upon both boarding and deboarding.
5. These cassette tapes are then removed and processed at the end of each day.

The assumptions for this scenario of usage were based in part on an UMTA demonstration project in the Valley Transit District (VTD) of Connecticut [2], where the data was used only for fare calculation and billing [3].

Previous research at Stanford University [4] examined the use of bank credit cards for fare collection and recognized the potential usefulness of the data. In the near future, UMTA plans to further demonstrate the credit card concept, including use of the data for MIS.

Transit Management Information Systems

The information systems thus far developed or discussed in the literature can be categorized by their major emphasis: maintenance, planning, or management of operations [5,6,7,8,9].

The MIS developed at the Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute (R.P.I.) during this research is aimed at transit systems offering a full range of services from fixed route to demand responsive and whose principal means of fare collection is the credit card. Further, the system developed allows for data inputs other than those generated by credit card insertions such as the dispatcher file (where dispatching is computerized) and survey data files.

Research Objectives

The objectives of this work were: to analyze the software, hardware, and data requirements; design a data base which incorporates credit card trip records; implement an example of the software; and to illustrate, by example, typical usage of the system in transit decision making.

The methodology was to assess credit card data for its management information, determine those decisions which would likely be impacted by such information and then design a system which would make the data useful to the manager in considering these decisions.

Input Data

The bus cassette records the following entries for each passenger card insertion: Record type, Passenger ID number, Fare structure code, Time,
Distance, Zone, Service type (route number or service region), and Number of persons riding on this fare account.

The dispatching file adds the following data for demand responsive services: Date, Intended time of pick-up, Bus number assigned, Service number of region, Origin zone, Destination zone, Passenger ID number, Fare structure code, Number of passengers to be served (at this pick-up), Maximum fare for this ride, Lead time (advance notice received by dispatcher), and Data code (unserved demand is recorded).

Assessment of the Data for Information Content

It is clear that this data can provide valuable statistics on ridership: volumes by zone of origin, zone of destination, origin-destination pair, time of day, week, month, etc., service mode, area or route, individual vehicle, and so on. The range of operating decisions this information can directly effect includes: adding service, abandoning service, changing service mode, increasing or decreasing level of service, and changing fare levels or structure.

A second set of statistics would be those concerning bus usage: vehicle occupancy, mileage, time, and travel speed; each by service mode and area or route. This information can be useful in the decisions cited previously as well as in the allocation, maintenance, and replacement of equipment.

System Design

The information system consists of three basic components:

1. A set of programs which read and edit the raw data and process it to create and update files for storage.
2. The online data base of files of which two, a passenger trip record file and an indicators file were implemented.
3. A set of programs which operate on the data base to generate information for the manager at two levels, aggregate performance indicators and sets of detailed statistics.

Output Information

A two level presentation hierarchy was used to avoid information overload of the transit manager. The first level is performance monitoring where the manager can compare system INDICATORS with expectations or standards in order to detect changes. The second level provides detailed systems statistics in the form of REPORTS so that a diagnosis of the problem can be made and solutions proposed.

Figure 1 gives the list of performance INDICATORS available in this system. To specify the information he wishes to see, the manager is guided interactively by the program as shown in Figure 1.

In Figure 2, a typical indicator display is shown. As a variation in this display one could also view all indicators for each period of the day, where the column headings would then read: AM peak-Base period-PM peak-Evening. This could be done for any one service type or for the system as a whole. Other variations include displaying a history of any one indicator.

The more detailed passenger movement reports produced by the information system are:

1. Origin-Destination - the number of passengers by O-D pair.
2. Ridership - a time profile of the number of passengers on board any service by hourly interval.
3. Bus Occupancy - ridership broken down further as a separate report for each vehicle, rather than by service type.
4. Passenger Boarding - ridership broken down to shown zone of boarding and deboarding within the specified service area.
5. Wait Time Distribution - distribution of time spent waiting for a late vehicle (demand responsive service).

Figure 1. An example of the manager-computer interactions resulting in a particular indicator display.

Figure 2. A typical display of all indicators for the total system by periods of the day.
These operational reports would be called for by interactive input similar to that for displaying the daily performance indicators. In this case the questions provide the user with a menu for selecting one or several of the reports, and allow for specification of which service type to be processed. Other input would relate to time of day and dates of data to be reported.

Conclusions

The major conclusion of this research is that a useful management information system can be readily achieved in situations employing credit card fare collection.

The programming requirements are moderate and a system of this type could be implemented on a minicomputer. The flowcharts, source code, and explanatory notes available from this project [10] provide sufficient detail such that they can provide assistance in writing of functional specifications for the software in a particular implementation of this type of management information system.

A logical extension to this information system would be to adapt it to a non-credit card transit operation by the use of rider tickets issued upon entry and retrieved upon exit. Since no billing will be done with this system, ridership data can be collected on a sampled basis therefore obviating the need for a box on all buses simultaneously.
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